
Activity
Students in pairs are to study given sources about what a specific group of people thought 
of Singapore in the past. Then, as well as recreating the scene using AR Makr, students are 
to write a narrative for the scene.

Depending on the group, teacher can set this as an individual task or small group 
assignment.

Objectives
• Students can identify and understand key words in the inquiry question.
• Students can extract and record information from a range of accounts to explain reasons 

for migration. 
• Students can develop empathy for past and present migrant communities in Singapore by 

understanding the reasons for their decision to settle in Singapore and/or how they have 
adjusted to life in Singapore. 

• Students appreciate the sacrifices made by the early immigrants to the development of 
Singapore 

Extensions
• Teachers can pre-share images and ask students to set the scene accordingly.

Have a go

Open AR Makr and choose the  to create own scene. Tap                 . Point the iPad 
to a flat surface. Move the iPad around until a grid appears on the surface – tap the 
grid when you are ready to start.
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Tap    and       to access the Photo Library, adjust accordingly. Tap    to add 
image to your scene.
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3 Move the iPad around to change the position, and pinch to resize the object. Tap 
to add the object to your scene. Add more objects and characters to create the scene.
Note: Hold   to add vertical placement control (moving objects up and down)

4 When you’re finished, tap     . Tap          to record. Tap  n  when completed. While 
recording, zoom and move your feet through your scene, telling your story.

5 Close camera and tap          to open your video in Photos.
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